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INTRODUCTION
Of the approximately 4,000 single-gene disorders (Mendelian 
diseases) with a known molecular basis,1 a significant fraction 
manifest symptoms during the newborn period (first 28 days 
of life). Newborn screening (NBS) programs administer an 
infant’s first biochemical screening test from a dried blood spot 
(DBS) specimen for 30 to 50 severe genetic disorders for which 
public health interventions exist, and thus these programs are 
successful in preventing mortality or life-long debilitation.2 
However, positive results require complex second-tier confir-
mation to address false-positive results. For example, in 2007, 
of the 3,364,612 NBS primary screenings, 1,249 were reported 
positive for maple syrup urine disease (OMIM 248600), but 
only 18 actually had the disease.3

For neonates with genetic disorders, a rapid diagnosis of 
newborn diseases could make the difference between life and 
death and reduce length of stay in the neonatal intensive care 
unit (NICU). However, in modern medical practice acutely ill 
newborns are stabilized in the NICU and discharged without a 
genetic diagnosis. The burden of genetic disorders is estimated 
at upwards of 25% of inpatient admissions in the newborn and 

pediatric population.4,5 Previously, genetic testing was per-
formed gene by gene, based on available clinical indications 
and family histories, with each test conducted serially and cost-
ing thousands of dollars. With the advent of next-generation 
sequencing (NGS), large panels of genes can now be scanned 
together rapidly at a lower cost and with the added promise of 
reduced length of stay and better outcomes.

Genome-scale technologies such as whole-genome sequenc-
ing (WGS) and whole-exome sequencing (WES) have been 
proposed for newborn and pediatric diagnostic medical care.2,6–

11 The US National Institutes of Health funded four studies for 
$25 million to determine the ethical implications of WGS and 
WES in newborns and their potential utility.7 Still, several bot-
tlenecks limit immediate and wider adoption of NGS testing for 
newborns. First, the turnaround time for current commercial 
genetic testing may take weeks or months to generate a clini-
cal report, which is impractical for guiding the clinical care of 
acutely ill newborns. Second, minimally invasive NGS testing 
methods appropriate for newborns are unavailable. Third, the 
overall cost of commercial grade clinical WGS/WES services is 
high. Although NGS technology costs have been dramatically 
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Purpose: Genetic testing is routinely used for second-tier confirma-
tion of newborn sequencing results to rule out false positives and to 
confirm diagnoses in newborns undergoing inpatient and outpatient 
care. We developed a targeted next-generation sequencing panel cou-
pled with a variant processing pipeline and demonstrated utility and 
performance benchmarks across multiple newborn disease presenta-
tions in a retrospective clinical study.

Methods: The test utilizes an in silico gene filter that focuses directly 
on 126 genes related to newborn screening diseases and is applied 
to the exome or a next-generation sequencing panel called NBDx. 
NBDx targets the 126 genes and additional newborn-specific disor-
ders. It integrates DNA isolation from minimally invasive biological 
specimens, targeted next-generation screening, and rapid character-
ization of genetic variation.

Results: We report a rapid parallel processing of 8 to 20 cases within 
105 hours with high coverage on our NBDx panel. Analytical sensi-
tivity of 99.8% was observed across known mutation hotspots. Con-
cordance calls with or without clinical summaries were 94% and 75%, 
respectively.

Conclusion: Rapid, automated targeted next-generation sequencing 
and analysis are practical in newborns for second-tier confirmation 
and neonatal intensive care unit diagnoses, laying a foundation for 
future primary DNA-based molecular screening of additional disor-
ders and improving existing molecular testing options for newborns.
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reduced, they constitute a small proportion of the overall cost, 
which is dominated by clinical and reimbursement staffing and 
ancillary assay costs that do not decrease over time.

A targeted next-generation sequencing (TNGS) assay can 
cost-effectively address second-tier and diagnostic testing 
of newborns (Figure 1a) by selectively sequencing genomic 
regions of interest, typically coding exons, by enrichment in a 
physical DNA capture step (Figure 1b). TNGS can be re-pur-
posed to also provide comprehensive coverage of elements such 
as introns. In many situations, the indicated symptoms can 
guide a focused investigation of specific disease genes (in silico 
gene filter; Figure 1a). This has the advantages of a rapid test, 
lower cost of interpretation, and avoidance of delays encoun-
tered with serial single-gene testing and ethical concerns of 
genome-scale NGS (surrounding unrecognized pathologic 
variants or unanticipated findings).

It is impractical for newborns, who have small total blood 
volumes, to routinely provide the 2 to 10 ml of whole blood 
typically requested for high-quality NGS services. Minimally 
invasive specimen types, such as DBS (wherein one spot 
is equivalent to 50 µl),12 are widely utilized for newborns, 
and if incorporated into the NGS workflow, will be more 
practical—avoiding the stringent specimen handling that 

is otherwise necessary and allowing accessibility in low-
resource environments.

Time to results is critical for prompt treatment and manage-
ment of life-threatening genetic disorders in newborns. The 
rapid diagnosis of phenylketonuria (OMIM 261600) from 
DBS,2,12 combined with early initiation of a low-phenylalanine 
diet and/or tetrahydrobiopterin therapy, demonstrated how 
NBS can prevent onset of symptoms, including profound men-
tal retardation. Over the years, with technological advances, 
additional treatable or manageable metabolic disorders have 
been added to NBS programs.13–18

Second-tier DNA molecular analysis after NBS has been used 
for confirmation of common mutations for sickle cell disease 
(OMIM 141900),19 cystic fibrosis (OMIM 602421),20,21 and sev-
eral other metabolic disorders,22–24 but these mutations may vary 
in frequency depending on population, limiting its utility. NGS-
based second-tier testing has the advantage of improving perfor-
mance of the primary biochemical NBS by reducing false positives 
(and parental anxiety), identifying de novo variants, and distin-
guishing genotypes associated with milder phenotypes (e.g., the 
mild R117H compared with the common pathological ΔF508 
in cystic fibrosis).21 NGS second-tier DNA testing also lays the 
foundation for future primary DNA-based screening programs, 

Figure 1 Algorithm and workflow for next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based newborn confirmatory and diagnostic testing. (a) Exome (whole-
exome sequencing, WES) and 126-gene panel (NBDx) analysis using in silico gene filters. A subset of the exome or targeted NGS panel can be interpreted 
utilizing a simple newborn-disease-specific in silico gene filter that includes diseases interrogated through NBS, or disorders that have a chance of early onset or 
presenting symptoms in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). This focused approach minimizes the problem of incidental findings and variants of unknown 
significance. Custom panels may be applied, for example, to identify sequence abnormalities in hearing loss genes, or genes associated with other common 
NICU phenotypes. Secondary validations will be required by Sanger sequencing or alternative technologies, in which there are exceptions, or for secondary 
confirmation of cis or trans heterozygotes. (b) Workflow for WES and NBDx. (1) DNA is isolated from a patient blood sample, including dried blood spot, 
commonly used for newborn screening. (2) Target DNA capture using Roche Nimblegen SeqCap EZ WES Library v2.0 and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq 
2000 or 2500 (3) Raw data sequence calling and alignment by Genome Analysis Toolkit v2.0 (4) Analysis and interpretation of variant calls by Omicia.
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Table 1 In silico filter for 126 NBS genes
Disorders detected by current expanded NBS programs

ID no. Gene
Disorder 

OMIM no. ID no. Gene
Disorder 

OMIM no. ID no. Gene Disorder OMIM no.

1b–d ARG1 207800 51 ACADL 609576 101 TSHB 188540
2 ASL 207900 52 ACADM 201450 102b–d TSHR 603372
3 GSS 266130 53c,d ACADS 201470 103b CYP11B1 610613
4b–d OPLAH 260005 54 ACADVL 201475 104b CYP17A1 609300
5 CPS1 237300 55 CPT1A 255120 105 CYP21A2 613815
6 ASS1 215700 56 CPT2 255110 106b HSD3B2 613890
7b–d SLC25A13 603859 57b–d DECR1 222745 107 STAR 600617
8 CBS 236200 58 HADH 601609
9a,c,d MTHFR 236250 59b SLC25A20 212138
10b–d MTRR 602568 60b SLC22A5 212140
11b–d MAT1A 610550 61 ETFA 608053
12b–d OAT 258870 62 ETFB 130410
13 SLC25A15 238970 63 ETFDH 231675 New conditions added to in silico filter
14a PAH 261600 64 HADHA 143450
15b–d GCH1 233910 65 HADHB 143450 ID no. Gene Disorder OMIM no.
16b–d QDPR 261630 66a BTD 253260
17b–d PCBD1 264070 67a CFTR 602421 108 ALDOB 612724
18b–d PTS 261640 68 GALT 606999 109a CTNS 606272
19b–d SPR 612716 69b–d GALE 606953 110b–d AASS 238700
20a BCKDHA 248600 70b GALK1 604313 111c,d HGD 203500
21a BCKDHB 248600 71 HBB 141900 112b–d HGMCS2 600234
22b DBT 248600 72 G6PD 305900 113c,d SERPINA1 107400
23 DLD 238331 73 ADA 102700 114b–d SLC7A7 603593
24 FAH 276700 74 RAG1 179615 115 IDUA 252800
25b,c TAT 276600 75 RAG2 179616 116b IDS 300823
26b,c HPD 276710 76b–d IL7R 146661 117b–d GALNS 612222
27 HMGCL 246450 77b–d IL2RA 147730 118 GLB1 611458
28a GCDH 231670 78 IL2RG 308380 119 ARSB 611542
29b–d C7orf10 231690 79b–d PTPRC 151460 120 GUSB 611499
30b–d ACAD8 604773 80b CD3E 186830 121 ATP7B 606882
31 IVD 243500 81b CD3D 186790 122 GBA 606463
32c,d ACADSB 600301 82 DCLRE1C 605988 123 GAA 606800
33b–d MCCC1 210200 83b NHEJ1 311290 124 GALC 606890
34c,d MCCC2 609014 84 JAK3 600173 125 OTC 311250
35 AUH 250950 85b–d ZAP70 176947 126 NAGS 608300
36 TAZ 302060 86b LIG4 601837
37 OPA3 258501 87b–d PNP 164050
38 MUT 251000 88b–d LCK 153390
39b MMAA 251100 89b–d DUOX2 606759
40 MMAB 251110 90b–d DUOXA2 612772
41 MMACHC 277400 91b–d FOXE1 602617
42b–d MMADHC 277410 92 LHX3 600577
43b–d LMBRD1 277380 93b–d NKX2-1 600635
44b–d MTR 156570 94b–d NKX2-5 600584
45b–d TCN2 613441 95b–d PAX8 167415
46b ACAT1 203750 96 POU1F1 173110
47a,b PCCA 282000 97 PROP1 601538
48a,b PCCB 532000 98b–d TG 188450
49b HLCS 253270 99b–d TPO 606765
50b–d MLYCD 248360 100b–d TRHR 188545

We developed an in silico gene filter that only calls variants in the 126 genes relating to newborn diseases and the NBDx capture probe set that targets these same genes. 107 
genes corresponding to diseases detected by current NBS biochemical assays in the United States. 19 supplemental genes that meet criteria set forth for inclusion in routine 
NBS but are currently not undertaken or lack a biochemical screening method. The corresponding OMIM identifiers are provided. The NBDx capture probe set targets 1.4 Mb 
covering the 126 NBS genes within a total 5.9 Mb target region.
aTen of the NBS genes include intronic coverage for variant determination similar to WGS. b,cNot covered on the Children's Mercy Hospital hereditary gene panel versions of 
2011 and 2012, respectively.6 dNot covered on the 552 gene Illumina hereditary panel (gene list at http://www.illumina.com/products/trusight_inherited_disease.ilmn).
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especially for disorders such as cystinosis (OMIM 219800) that 
are not readily detectable via biochemistry. Recently, second-tier 
testing using amplicon NGS has been proposed for severe com-
bined immunodeficiency disease (OMIM 300400) after primary 
screening of T-cell receptor excision circles from DBS.25,26

We undertook the development of fast-turnaround, mini-
mally invasive, and cost-effective clinical sequencing and 
reporting in newborns, allowing a simplified testing menu that 
utilizes both WES and a more focused panel approach (NBDx), 
along with in silico gene filters (Figure 1a and Table 1). In a 
retrospective proof-of-concept study, we determined the per-
formance in the context of sequence variants associated with 
metabolic and other genetic disorders responsible for common 
phenotypes in the neonate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Samples
Validation specimens, unless stated otherwise, were obtained 
from patients with known causal mutations in the Amish and 
Mennonite populations examined at the Clinic for Special 
Children (CSC) in Strasburg, Pennsylvania. Specimens were 
collected under informed consent as part of diagnostic and 
research protocols approved by both the Lancaster General 
Hospital and the Western Institutional Review Boards. In this 
cohort, the disease-causing mutations were initially character-
ized by traditional Sanger DNA sequencing and were blinded 
for our NGS study. The clinic provides diagnosis and man-
agement of patients with inherited metabolic and genetic dis-
eases within Amish and Mennonite populations. Mutations in 
the Amish and Mennonites are not unique, but they occur in 
higher frequencies than they do in the general population. The 
high incidence of disease and carrier cases can thus be used to 
validate the analytical test performance and genotype–pheno-
type concordance of new testing methodologies.

Sample Processing, Target Capture, and NGS
Briefly, isolated DNA was fragmented, barcoded with NGS 
library adapters, and incubated with oligonucleotide probes for 
DNA target capture, as outlined by the manufacturer (Roche 
Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN), for all coding exons (SeqCap EZ 
Human Exome Library v2.0; 44-Mb target) or the NBDx tar-
geted panel (SeqCap EZ Choice; up to 7-Mb target). Sequencing 
was performed with 2 × 75 bp HiSeq2500 rapid runs (Illumina, 
San Diego, CA). All NGS experiments were performed in 
research mode while keeping read depth and quality to mimic 
clinical grade metrics: >70% reads on target; >70× mean tar-
get base coverage; and >90% target bases covered >20×. An 
additional experiment used Nextera Rapid Capture (TruSight 
Inherited Disease; Illumina) for CYP21A2 testing on MiSeq.

NGS Analysis
Sequencing reads were aligned to hg19/GRCh37 using 
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner for short alignments,27 followed by 
Genome Analysis Toolkit v2.0 variant calling pipeline28,29 run-
ning on the Arvados platform (http://arvados.org). Opal 3.0 

from Omicia (http://www.omicia.com) was used for variant 
annotation and analysis following guidelines of the American 
College of Medical Genetics.30

ClinVar Site Coverage Calculation
ClinVar sites (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) were 
determined by intersecting the NBDx tiled regions with the 
ClinVar track in the UCSC Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) 
and removing duplicates to give a total of 6,215 unique ClinVar 
sites.

RESULTS
TNGS Workflow Test Using In Silico NBS Gene Filter and 
Rapid Turnaround
New NGS workflows are typically benchmarked against the 
traditional Sanger sequencing technology. CSC had previ-
ously identified more than 100 variants among the 120 differ-
ent disorders identified at the clinic by Sanger sequencing, 32 
of which were causal mutations for inborn errors of metabo-
lism that are routinely screened by NBS. We used 10 of the 
CSC patient samples identified by such benchmark methods 
to optimize WES and in silico filtering for detection of the 
causal genetic variants.

The WES workflow was initially tested with two disease 
cases that are common in the Amish and Mennonite popula-
tions, propionic acidemia and maple syrup urine disease type 
1A, to identify attributes of filtering regimens and causal vari-
ants (Table 2). Simple filters for coverage, allele frequency, 
and pathogenicity reduced the number of variants in the 
WES samples from an average of 11,014 for exonic protein 
impact to 590. The in silico 126-gene NBS filter described in 
Table 1 reduced this to approximately four mutations, and the 
Sanger-validated causative homozygous mutations were easily 
identified. Thereafter, we undertook a blinded retrospective 
validation study using eight randomly selected samples from 
the same population to benchmark our results and demon-
strate achievable turnaround times. The entire workflow from 
blood sample isolation through target capture, sequencing on 
a HiSeq 2500 in rapid run mode, informatics, and interpre-
tation was parallel-processed within 105 hours for the eight 
WES samples (Figure 1b). Capture performance data indi-
cated that, on average, 95% of the target bases were covered at 
10× read depth or more and, of the total mapped reads, 73% 
were in WES target regions (Supplementary Table S1 online). 
Using the 126-gene NBS in silico filter, the correct disorder and 
mutation, as previously validated by Sanger sequencing, were 
quickly identified by TNGS in all eight samples. One subject 
was suspected to be a compound heterozygote for PAH ((c.782 
G>A/c.284-286del) OMIM 261600), indicative of phenylketon-
uria. This subject also had a heterozygous carrier mutation in 
MCCC2 (OMIM 609014), which is commonly present in the 
Amish population. A similar situation was found in the sub-
ject with 11-β-hydroxylase deficiency, whereby a carrier of the 
c.646 G>A mutation responsible for adenosine deaminase defi-
ciency was identified. This mutation is also known to segregate 
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in the Amish population. All other samples were found to be 
homozygous for the common mutations known to occur in the 
Amish and Mennonite populations (Table 2). Further, an alter-
nate in silico gene filter representing 552 genes on the Illumina 
hereditary panel6 did not detect the mutations in IL7R and 
MTHFR (false-negative calls), which are genes that are not tar-
geted in that panel.

Validation of DNA Isolation From Minimally Invasive DBS 
and Small-Volume Whole Blood for TNGS
We demonstrated robust and reproducible recovery of sufficient 
dsDNA from DBS for TNGS libraries (Supplementary Note S1 
online), which, to our knowledge, has not been widely used 
except for research protocols in methylation assays.31,32 Using 
our methods, we see similarly high-quality TNGS performance 
of DNA isolated from DBS as compared with the standard 10 ml 
of whole blood and saliva (Supplementary Figure S1 online). 
With a control sample set, our protocols yielded ~450 ng double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) from one-half of a single saturated spot 
from the DBS card, representing 25 µl blood (as measured by the 
dsDNA-specific Qubit assay; Supplementary Table S2 online). 
The SeqCap EZ capture method used here requires 200 ng 
dsDNA, and an additional 10 to 20 ng for quality-control mea-
surements. Recent methods of NGS library construction claim 

as little as 50 ng dsDNA for library construction (e.g., Nextera). 
Whole-genome amplification (WGA) could mitigate in cases of 
insufficient yield,33 and we have been successful in performing 
TNGS with DNA from DBS after WGA using Repli-G Ultrafast 
(Qiagen). In comparisons of matched samples, the addition of 
WGA resulted in approximately 5% lower target region cov-
ered at read depths 10× to 100× (Supplementary Figure S1b 
online), yet concordance remained near 100% across approxi-
mately 80 variants (data not shown).

Newborn-Specific Targeted Gene Panel (NBDx) Capture 
and NGS Performance
To measure NBDx gene panel performance, we tested 36 clini-
cal samples that had mutations for metabolic diseases from the 
Amish and Mennonite populations (Table 3, Supplementary 
Table S3 online). Eight samples from this set were common 
with those of the WES analysis performed earlier. All sam-
ples were previously characterized by Sanger sequencing but 
were anonymized and thus interpreted in a blinded fashion 
regarding the disorder and mutation present. It was ultimately 
revealed that the samples had causative mutations in 18 sepa-
rate disease-related genes. Eleven samples in the set showed 19 
different mutations spanning across the glutaric acidemia type 
I gene, GCDH (arrows in Figure 2a).

Table 2 Application of in silico gene filtering to blinded samples from WES

Sample Gene Transcript variant
Protein 
variant Zygosity Reads

Exonic 
variants

Protein 
impact

<5% MAF

552-Gene 
hereditary 

filtera

126-Gene 
NBS filtera

≥5 Reads 
(PI, OS 
≥0.65) Total (Hom) Total (Hom)

Pipeline test

28480 BCKDHA c.1312 T>A p.Tyr438Asn Hom 35 23069 11461 687 19 (1) 3 (1)

28839 PCCB c.1606A>G p.Asn536Asp Hom 49 21681 10567 493 13 (2) 4 (1)

Average 42 22375 11014 590 16 (2) 4 (1)

Rapid TNGS

S1 IL7R c.2T>G p.Met1Arg Hom 198 24992 14080 531 29 (0) 2 (1)

S3 BTD c.1459T>C p.Trp487Arg Hom 74 25233 14269 599 18 (2) 3 (1)

S4 CYP11B1 c.1343G>A p.Arg448His Hom 57 24733 14051 604 24 (7) 7 (1)

ADAb c.646G>A p.Gly216Arg Het 66

S5 PAH c.782G>A p.Arg261Gln Het 33 25275 14363 729 30 (1) 6 (0)

PAH c.284_286del p.Ile95del Het 35

MCCC2b c.295G>C p.Glu99Gln Het 61

S6 ACADM c.985A>G p.Lys329Glu Hom 101 24782 13909 585 19 (4) 3 (2)

S7 CFTR c.1521_1523del p.Phe508del Hom 43 25128 14142 646 25 (6) 6 (2)

S9 MTHFR c.1129C>T p.Arg377Cys Hom 92 25805 13968 567 24 (2) 4 (1)

S10 GALT c.563A>G p.Gln188Arg Hom 79 24743 14123 598 26 (2) 7 (1)

C7orf10b c.895C>T p.Arg299Trp Het 70

Average 76 25086 14113 607 24 (3) 5 (1)

SD 44 362 149 59 4 (2.4) 2 (0.6)

MAF, minor allele frequency; NBS, newborn screening; OS, Omicia score; PI, protein impact; TNGS, targeted next-generation sequencing; WES, whole-exome sequencing.

Total number of WES variants, including those that have PI, after GATK2 variant processing is noted. For each, the Sanger-validated causative mutations and number of 
variants recovered using various filters are shown for WES samples.
a126-Gene NBS filter (Table 1) and 552-gene hereditary filter6 include the specified genes filter plus ≥5 reads, <5% MAF, PI, and OS ≥0.65. Numbers in brackets are the same 
filters plus homozygosity. bCarrier mutation.
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Next, we compared NBDx for capture enrichment per-
formance against WES. NBDx captures were processed at 20 
samples per HiSeq2500 lane in rapid run mode, as compared 
with four samples for WES (Supplementary Table S1 online). 
The average reads on target were approximately twofold higher 
for NBDx compared with WES (151× vs. 88×) because of 
focused sequencing combined with a higher on-target speci-
ficity relative to WES (87% vs. 73%). Because read depth is a 
good predictor of variant detection (sensitivity), we used it to 
identify regions that are undercovered, i.e., less than 13 reads 
(Figure 2a). Sensitivity plots for GCDH and PAH across chro-
mosomal positions were generated for WES or NBDx, as previ-
ously described by Meynert et al.34 As expected, compared with 
NBDx, WES had lower sensitivity because of lack of intronic 
probe coverage in PAH and GCDH.

The increased average sequencing depth in NBDx ensured 
that fewer targeted regions would fall below stringent variant 
calling thresholds.34,35 This was demonstrated in coverage of 
approximately 6,215 ClinVar sites common to both WES and 
NBDx tiled regions, which measured call coverage in regions of 
clinical relevance that can be monitored in every sample in real 
time (Figure 2b). Furthermore, while both NBDx and WES 
started with more than 99% at 1× coverage, disparities began 
to show at 10× coverage; by 100× coverage, NBDx maintained 
80% ClinVar coverage, but WES significantly declined to 39%. 
At 10× coverage, NBDx achieved close to 99.8% coverage, and 
at 1× coverage it achieved 99.99% coverage. We also empirically 
determined, by pooling samples and by allele dilution of rare 
pathogenic variants (e.g., GCDH (c.1262 C>T)), that heterozy-
gous calls up to one-sixth proportion were called (observed as 
18 reads out of 120 total reads for this variant in NBDx; other 
data not shown).

To assess uniformity or relative abundance of different 
targeted regions, we compared base distribution coverage. 
We obtained good uniformity on NBDx data sets, but WES 
data showed significant skew toward low coverage, which is 
likely to reduce confidence on zygosity calls (Supplementary 
Figure S2a online). To assess reproducibility, we performed 
comparisons for coverage depth at variant positions across 
matched data set pairs resulting from independent sample 
preparation and sequencing. The analysis suggested that DBS, 
25 µl whole blood and saliva produced a similar proportion 
of calls with a high agreement (Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient = 0.9) between replicates (Supplementary Figure S2b 
online). Another aspect of reproducibility we measured is the 
variability of coverage between runs in tiled regions. For 12 
samples, we charted the portion of the targeted region with 
sufficient coverage to achieve 95% sensitivity for heterozygous 
calls (>13 reads). The maximum value per region was desig-
nated as 1. The tiled regions, for which at least one sample 
had a value less than 1, are shown in Supplementary Table 
S4 online. From comparisons across 4 to 20 unrelated TNGS 
samples and a simple statistic (Z-scoring), we detected highly 
variable regions such as homozygous intronic deletions in 
PCCB between exons 10 and 11.

NGS Genotype Call Concordance
To assess the genotype concordance, we compared our NGS 
genotype calls to a priori–generated Sanger sequencing calls 
from the 36 subjects at CSC. The variations ranged across a vari-
ety of mutation types, including nonsynonymous variations, 
indels, stop gained, and intronic/splice site variations (Table 3 
and Supplementary Table S3 online). Concordance of disease 
calls based on NGS genotypes was determined according to two 
scenarios. The first was fully blinded to the condition present 
and only the NGS variant data were used to classify the genotype 
and assignment to a disease, whereas in the second scenario a 
description of the clinical phenotype was available to optimize 
the genotype call. Two damaging heterozygotes variants in the 
same disease gene were preliminarily assumed to be in trans 
until confirmation could be obtained from the de-blinded data. 
In patients, phasing of such haplotypes would typically be per-
formed through Sanger sequencing of parents after NGS.

Using NGS genotype calls, we were able to make preliminary 
disease calls in 27 out of 36 cases blindly (75%), suggesting dif-
ficulty of correctly classifying disease variants without clinical 
phenotype information. Complications (as noted in Table  3) 
included the following: (i) inability to distinguish causal vari-
ants from other mutations, either dominant or variants of 
unknown significance (VUS) with a predicted  “damaging” 
classification; (ii) variant calling errors that were found on 
de-blinding for clinical phenotype, but, once corrected, these 
cases were processed through our standard filtering regimen 
(Supplementary Figure S3 online); (iii) no gene coverage (see 
CYP21A2 below); and (iv) compound heterozygotes with an 
intronic second mutation, which require additional phenotype 
information. Clinical description plus a heterozygous damag-
ing mutation in a disease-related gene enabled efficient intronic 
analysis within the same gene. Samples 9226 and 14691 had a 
combination of intronic mutations and heterozygosity in mul-
tiple genes.

A re-analysis with clinical summaries confirmed correct 
identification of mutations in seven additional disease or car-
rier cases, whereas two disease cases remained undetermined 
(ID 21901 and 27244) because the disease gene CYP21A2 was 
not targeted because of high pseudogene homology; however, 
false-positive calls were not made on these samples. A sepa-
rate capture using the Illumina hereditary panel,6 that included 
CYP21A2, also failed to map the correct call. Two of the seven 
samples were carrier-status only (ID 23275 and 30221). Thus, 
with clinical phenotype, correct classification was obtained for 
32 out of 34 disease cases (94.12%; 95% confidence interval, 
80.29%–99.11%).

DISCUSSION
Identifying genetic disorders in newborns typically uses a 
tiered approach. Asymptomatic newborns who are identified 
as being at risk for disorders by NBS receive confirmation 
with second-tier testing (biochemical or genetic) on a repeat 
sample obtained from the patient in question. However, the 
genetic etiology, delayed onset, and/or “milder phenotype” 
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Table 3 Concordance of called variants from blinded NBDx samples with a priori Sanger sequencing

Sample Gene
Transcript 

variant
Protein 
variant Genomic location Zyg Type

Called by 
filters only

Requiring 
clinical 

phenotype
S1 IL7R c.2T>G p.Met1Arg g.5:35857081 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
S3 BTD c.1459T>C p.Trp487Arg g.3:15686822 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
S4a CYP11B1 c.1343G>A p.Arg448His g.8:143956428 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
S5a PAH c.782G>A p.Arg261Gln g.12:103246653 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

PAH c.284_286del p.Ile95del g.12:103288579 Het Nonframeshift 
deletion

S6 ACADM c.985A>G p.Lys329Glu g.1:76226846 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
S7 CFTR c.1521_1523del p.Phe508del g.7:117199645 Hom Nonframeshift 

deletion
No Yesb

S9 MTHFR c.1129C>T p.Arg377Cys g.1:11854823 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
S10a GALT c.563A>G p.Gln188Arg g.9:34648167 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
S11 GCDH c.1262C>T p.Ala421Val g.19:13010300 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
4963 GCDH c.1262 C>T p.Ala421Val g.19:13010300 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.219delC p.Thr73fs g.19:13002735 Het Frameshift deletion
6810a GCDH c.395 G>A p.Arg132Gln g.19:13004357 Het Nonsynonymous No Yesc

GCDH c.877 G>A p.Ala293Thr g.19:13007748 Het Nonsynonymous
7066a GCDH c.680 G>C p.Arg227Pro g.19:13007063 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.127 + 1 G>A g.19:13002337 Het Splice site
7241 HPD c.85 G>A p.Ala29Thr g.12:122295671 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
7656a GCDH c.383 G>A p.Arg128Gln g.19:13004345 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.1060 G>A p.Gly354Ser g.19:13008220 Het Nonsynonymous
7901 GCDH c.262 C>T p.Arg88Cys g.19:13002779 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.1262 C>T p.Ala421Val g.19:13010300 Het Nonsynonymous
7912 GCDH c.344 G>A p.Cys115Tyr g.19:13004306 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.1063 C>T p.Arg355Cys g.19:13008223 Het Nonsynonymous
9226 ACADM c.985 A>G p.Lys329Glu g.1:76226846 Het Nonsynonymous No Yesd,e

ACADM c.287-30 A>G g.1:76199183 Het Intronic
10241 GCDH c.190 G>C p.Glu64Gln g.19:13002707 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.281 G>T p.Arg94Leu g.19:13002939 Het Nonsynonymous
10642a GCDH c.1093 G>A p.Glu365Lys g.19:13008527 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.1240G>A p.Glu414Lys g.19:13008674 Het Nonsynonymous
13925 c7orf10 c.895C>T p.Arg299Trp g.7:40498796 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
14691 DBT c.634 C>T p.Gln212* g.1:100681677 Het Stop gained No Yesd,e

DBT c.1209 + 5 G>C splice site g.1:100671996 Het Splice site
16622 ACADM c.985 A>G p.Lys329Glu g.1:76226846 Het Nonsynonymous No Yese

ACADM c.600-18 G>A intronic g.1:76211473 Het Intronic
18087a BCKDHB c.548 G>C p.Arg183Pro g.6:80878662 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

BCKDHB c.583_584ins p.Tyr195fs g.6:80878697 Het Frameshift insertion
19283a GALT c.563A>G p.Gln188Arg g.9:34648167 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
21901 CYP21A2 NR No Nof

22785a GCDH c.1198 G>A p.Val400Met g.19:13008632 Het Nonsynonymous No Yesc

GCDH c.1213 A>G p.Met405Val g.19:13008647 Het Nonsynonymous
23275a BTD c.1368 A>C p.Gln456His g.3:15686731 Het Nonsynonymous N/A
23279a BTD c.1330G>C p.Asp444His g.3:15686693 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
25875 HPD c.479 A>G p.Tyr160Cys g.12:122287632 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

HPD c.1005 C>G p.Ile335Met g.12:122277904 Het Nonsynonymous
26607 GCDH c.442 G>A p.Val148Ile g.19:13004404 Het Nonsynonymous Yes

GCDH c.452 C>G p.Pro151Arg g.19:13004414 Het Nonsynonymous
27244a CYP21A2 NR No Nof

27527 BCKDHA c.649 G>C p.Val217Leu g.19:41928071 Het Nonsynonymous Yes
BCKDHA c.659 C>T p.Ala220Val g.19:41928081 Het Nonsynonymous

29351 MCCC2 c.295 G>C p.Glu99Gln g.5:70895499 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
30221a HPD c.479 A>G p.Tyr160Cys g.12:122287632 Het Nonsynonymous N/A
31206a MCCC2 c.517_518ins p.Ser173fs g.5:70900187 Hom Frameshift insertion No Yesb

31908 HSD3B2 c.35 G>A p.Gly12Glu g.1:119958077 Hom Nonsynonymous Yes
Variant calls for causal mutations and carrier statuses in blinded samples previously Sanger sequenced at the Clinic for Special Children. Samples are further marked for any 
requirements of de-blinding for clinical characteristics prior to identification from the targeted next-generation sequencing pipeline. Also noted are discrepancies, potential 
false positives, and other issues for identification.
aSample has at least one carrier mutation in the 126 NBS genes. bMisannotated during first filtering. cCould not distinguish from another gene with two heterozygous variants. 
dFalse positive in absence of clinical description. eIntronic filter applied after clinical information given. fCYP21A2 not tiled on panel (due to pseudogene).
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are probably missed. Symptomatic newborns, such as those 
admitted to a NICU, undergo an initial clinical assessment 
and sequential diagnostic testing to “rule out” causation; 
these require nomination based on history or clinical opin-
ions, thus limiting the diagnostic rate and efficiency.10,11 
Because blood draws are also of concern in newborns, it 
makes practical sense to utilize a single multigene sequenc-
ing panel to minimize sequential analysis and avoid delayed 
diagnosis.

The approach of using gene panels and in silico filters pro-
vides a systematic parallel or iterative review of symptom(s) 

and diseases from a molecular standpoint by providing infor-
mation on the exact genes, their variant(s), and associated 
future risks (for family planning because of parental carrier 
status). The risks of potential harm attributable to variants of 
unknown significance, incidental findings, or false positives on 
NBDx are several orders of magnitude lower than in WGS and 
are not much different from existing concerns regarding cur-
rent NBS algorithms or single-gene testing. It is important to 
realize that the burden of disease mutations and their combina-
tions on phenotype or effect of cumulative mutations in genetic 
pathways that may act synergistically is not clearly monitored 

Figure 2 Newborn-specific targeted gene panel (NBDx) capture and sequencing performance. (a) Sensitivity plots for PAH and GCDH with matched 
whole-exome sequencing (WES)/NBDx pairs. Plot generation was based on sensitivity of 1, representing a coverage depth of ≥13 reads.35 Location of tiled probes 
for WES and NBDx across each RefSeq gene is shown. Mutations detected are indicated by arrows. (b) Fraction of ClinVar sites represented on WES and NBDx 
regions at different coverage depths. The percentage of ClinVar sites from the NBDx tiled regions with sequencing reads that reach increasing coverage depths, as 
determined using Samtools pileup (http://samtools.sourceforge.net). The graph includes data from eight matched samples captured for WES (red) and NBDx (blue).
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by NBS or single-gene sequencing for newborn diseases. Even 
for the limited in silico filter size of 126 genes and 36 cases stud-
ied here, we found 19 incidental carrier mutation that were 
previously described in the Amish and Mennonite populations 
(Table 3 and Supplementary Table S4 online), indicating that 
such information should help in identifying subclinical traits 
and reproductive planning.

In the context of neonatal care, genomic tests like NBDx and 
WES can, as part of a testing menu, precisely inform in one test 
what the prenatal tests, ultrasounds, amniocentesis, and NBS 
test sometimes cannot. WES as a first-tier screening approach in 
newborns has not been recommended by the recent American 
College of Medical Genetics policy statement.36 However, as 
a secondary screen and guided by phenotype, it is consistent 
with the policy statement. Both NBDx and WES still require 
ethical considerations (e.g., to determine psychological impact 
of being found to be a carrier). Diagnosis can be helpful, even 
when no therapies are available, and allows parents of affected 
children to be informed about their care up-front and receive 
genetic counseling regarding the risk for future pregnancies.6

The developed comprehensive rapid test workflow for 
 second-tier NBS testing and high-risk diagnosis of newborns 
for multiple genetic disorders is approaching the 2- to 3-day 
turnaround necessary for newborns to avoid medical sequelae. 
The test can currently be parallel-processed for 8 to 20 samples 
per lane and completed in 105 hours (approximately 4.5 days); 
and several approaches to reduce turnaround time show prom-
ise, such as alternate library preparation and reduced hybridiza-
tion time. In cases in which mutations are suspected to be in 
trans, additional follow-up testing will be required. A significant 
milestone we have demonstrated here is the minimally invasive 
isolation of high-quality dsDNA from DBS and small blood 
volumes (25–50 µl) in sufficient amounts for TNGS. Adoption 
of DBS-based NGS testing may significantly reduce the burden 
of using more expensive lavender (purple) top tubes for blood 
collection, which add to special handling, shipping, and storage 
costs. Moving an NGS test to DBS enables widespread utility 
using centralized NGS testing facilities. When available, cord 
blood could be used as an alternative minimally invasive bio-
logical specimen source for TNGS, or dried on a card, similar 
to current DBS, for simplified transport.

When disease heterogeneity or multigene diseases are 
encountered during the newborn period (e.g., phenylketonuria, 
severe combined immunodeficiency disease, maple syrup urine 
disease, propionic acidemia, glutaric acidemia), a TNGS assay 
covering approximately 100 to 300 disease genes is as cost-
effective as Sanger sequencing test(s) for quickly confirming or 
“ruling out” clinical suspicion or false-positive results.26,37 The 
cost of NBDx (Supplementary Note S2 online) is significantly 
less than that of WES, and both tests are expected to be similar 
in price range to diagnostic tests currently on the market and 
therefore should enable replacement of single-gene tests, as jus-
tified by delays and increased patient-management costs.6,10,11

We established performance benchmarks supporting direct 
clinical use similar to WGS newborn/pediatric testing of 

Mendelian diseases.6 In the NICU setting, either WES or NBDx 
adapted for minimal invasive sample size or rapid turnaround 
may assist in detecting mutations and diagnosing the critically 
ill, some of whom may have metabolic decompensation at birth. 
Even after NBS, cases of cystic fibrosis and metabolic condi-
tions are routinely missed (false negatives) because of various 
causes, including biochemical cutoffs. This suggests NGS-based 
testing has the potential to add to sensitivity; however, critically 
ill newborn populations would need to be surveyed. We did not 
extend our studies to WGS because we see several performance 
challenges to clinical adoption. A recent study noted that 10 
to 19% of inherited disease genes were not covered by WGS at 
accepted standards for single-nucleotide variant discovery.38 By 
contrast, in real time we noted 99.8% analytical sensitivity of 
ClinVar coverage in NBDx panels because of higher base cov-
erage than the WES panel. Because deletion analysis and deep 
intronic or promoter variations are typically not covered in 
WES, it is likely to increase false negatives, as we have observed 
across PCCB intronic regions. We have also detected exon dele-
tion in one maple syrup urine disease case (data not shown).

Our ability to pinpoint the clinical phenotype of an indi-
vidual on the basis of “genotype” alone is still in its infancy; in 
our case, only 27 of 36 NBS disease cases were classified cor-
rectly without phenotype information. It is typically assumed 
that, at least for monogenic disorders, the genotype–phenotype 
relationship would be simple. However, many instances abound 
when, despite a classic disease-causing mutation, the pheno-
type is absent. Phenotypic information as part of NBS or clini-
cal diagnosis can improve genotype call. Thus, with the clinical 
phenotype description, single-nucleotide variations in exons, 
introns (up to 30 bp away from an exon), and indels were cor-
rectly detected in 32 of 34 Amish or Mennonite disease cases 
and two carrier cases. It is foreseeable that with phenotypic 
information, a heuristic variant- and disease-calling pipeline 
can be built and automated.39

We also observed that compound heterozygous conditions 
are often not callable from NGS alone because current technol-
ogies cannot differentiate between cis or trans phasing. Of all 36 
cases, identification of the disease-causing mutation was only 
missed in two cases (false negatives), with both being coding 
mutations in CYP21A2, which has a 98% homology to its pseu-
dogene (CYP21A1) and frequently undergoes gene-conversion 
events. Thus, this region is not callable using hybridization-
based assays combined with short-read NGS sequencing.40

Two compelling forces are expected to drive adoption of 
genetic testing in newborns with symptoms. First is the need 
for rapid, minimally invasive diagnosis to treat and minimize 
adverse outcomes. Second is the financial incentive to shorten 
length of stay and reduce overall patient-management costs asso-
ciated with delayed or inaccurate diagnosis. This study demon-
strates that turnaround and sample requirements for newborn 
genetic cases are achievable using TNGS, and that combining 
genetic etiology (via TNGS) with phenotype will help us arrive 
at a comprehensive clinical understanding promptly. Larger pro-
spective studies using newborns should reveal more regarding 
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clinical utility, diagnostic rates, and added value over the current 
standard of care.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to the online version of the paper 
at http://www.nature.com/gim.
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